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TROOP 125  
GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
Welcome to Troop 125!  Our Troop was founded in 1953 and has operated with the 

belief that Scouting can be fun and educational.  Scouting helps to build character, develop 
citizenship, and physical fitness.  Scouts learn to appreciate the outdoors, and develop a 
willingness to help others.  During a Scouts tenure with Troop 125 he will develop skills in 
outdoor living, teamwork, leadership, and many other areas that lead to advancement and 
awards all while having fun.  Best of all Troop 125 is proud to say that our Troop is run by 
our youth leaders. 
 Troop 125 operates a year round program beginning in January and ending in 
December.  Parents of new Scouts are encouraged to attend a few Troop meetings and the 
parent orientation to learn more details about our Troop.  A short introductory video called 
“Fast Start” is also available for viewing.  Please ask any of the Troop leaders if you would 
like to view it. 
 

 
THE ORGIN OF TROOP 125  
 
The founders of Troop 125 were a group of local neighborhood people who heard about Boy 
Scouts and decided to start a local Troop to service the youth in the area.  Collectively, they 
decided to establish a permanent Troop that needed a strong foundation to grow from and a 
place to meet.  With a few hand shakes Troop 125 had a home commonly called the “Scout 
Hut” and five core concepts were decided to define Troop 125.  
 
Youth Led 
Dedicated adults 
Self Guided Advancement 
Active and outdoor based program  
The last and the most important keystone is FUN   
 
The founders saw the wisdom in the methods of scouting that youth should lead youth; 
guided by dedicated adult volunteers who will share their knowledge and experiences with 
the Scouts by helping them earn advancement by their choice; while engaging in a high 
quality program carried out in the great outdoors; all centered around the simple word FUN.  
These core concepts define us to this day. 

 
 
ABBRIVATIONS 
 
Scouting is an organization that has many terms and positions. Before you read on here is a 
list of commonly used terms and abbreviations. 
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PL:        Patrol Leader. 
APL:     Assistant Patrol Leader. 
VC:       Venture Crew. 
VCC:    Venture Crew Chief. 
QM:      Quartermaster. 
SPL:      Senior Patrol Leader. 
ASM:    Assistant Scoutmaster. 
SM:       Scoutmaster. 
PLC:     Patrol Leader’s Council. 
OFF:     SM/ASM’s patrol. 
PT:        Patrol. 
JLT:       Junior Leader Training. 
BSA:      Boy Scouts of America.  
SOS:      Sign Off Sunday. 
OA:       Order of the Arrow. 
JASM:   Junior Assistant Scoutmaster. 
 
BASIC TERMS 
Fall In:  Assemble immediately. 
Fall Out:  Dismissed to go to a specific activity. 
Attention:  No talking and stand straight, eyes forward. 
Scout Salute:  Salute the flag or awards presentation. 
Two:  Drop salute. 
At Ease:  Stand normal. 
Dismissed:  Official ending to any Troop event. 
Class A, B, C, and D:  Different types of uniform required. 
Newbie:  First Year Scout. 

 
 
SCOUTING IDEALS 
 
The ideals of Scouting are the: 

 Scout Oath, 

 Scout Law, 

 Scout Motto, 

 Scout Slogan, 

 Outdoor Code. 

Scouts are encouraged to know and live by these ideals at scouting events and in their 
everyday life.  These are usually repeated at the weekly meetings to help members learn and 
practice them.  A detailed description is located in the Scout Handbook.  
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SCOUT OATH 

 
On my honor I will do my best:  to do my duty to God and my Country and to obey the Scout 
Law; to help other people at all times; to keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and 
morally straight. 
 
SCOUT LAW 

 
A Scout is Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous, Kind, Obedient, Cheerful, 
Thrifty, Brave, Clean, and Reverent. 
 
 
SCOUT MOTTO     SCOUT SLOGAN 
 
Be Prepared!      Do A Good Turn Daily. 
 
OUTDOOR CODE 

 
As an American, I will do my best: To be clean in my outdoor manor, to be careful with fire, 
to be considerate in the outdoors, and to be conservation minded. 
 

 
 
TROOP MOTTO 
 
Years ago the Scouts voted to have a motto and it is “PRIDE IN 125”. 
 

 
TROOP SLOGAN 
 
This phrase has been said so often we adopted it as our slogan.  “GO WITH THE FLOW”. 
 
 

 ADULT LEADERSHIP 
 
The Scoutmaster and the Assistant Scoutmasters (ASM’s) are known as the “O.F.F’s” a name 
given to them by the Scouts years ago.  These leaders work directly with the Scouts.  The 
O.F.F’s are selected by the Troop Committee with approval of the Troop’s sponsor (Rotary 
Club of Santa Rosa West).  Their function is to train and guide the youth leaders so they can 
run our Troop in all activities.  All O.F.F leaders are fully trained in BSA guidelines and 
procedures and have knowledge about the Troop/Boy Scout program.  They provide 
supervision at all events and are responsible for the health and safety of the Scouts at all 
times.  They support the SPL and the PLC program decisions and encourage the Scouts to 
learn and have fun in Scouting.  The O.F.F’s help the PLC administer the program of the 
Troop.  The Scoutmaster is the top adult leader in charge and has the responsibility and 
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authority to interpret and implement all BSA/Troop policies and reports to the Troop 
Committee. 
 
 

TROOP COMMITTEE 
 
The Troop Committee is a policy making body of the Troop.  It is made up of adult 
volunteers who support the Troop by serving in the positions of Chairman, Advancement, 
Treasurer, Transportation, Camping, Fundraising, and Special Activities.  The Troop 
Committee assists and supports the Scoutmaster and the PLC with administering Troop 125 
and approves all Troop policies, program activities, and conducts Boards of Review for 
advancing Scouts.  The Committee meets every three months (quarterly) or as needed.   
 
 

 
YOUTH LEADERSHIP & THE PATROL LEADERS COUNCIL (PLC) 
 
One of the founding principles of Troop 125 is that it will be a Scout led Troop.  Every 
member has an individual responsibility to contribute to their Troop.  Whenever possible the 
older Scouts will manage the program and activities of the Troop by using a chain of 
command and delegation system.  There are several youth positions that Scouts hold each 
with specific functions that are critical to the operation of the Troop.  These positions are 
generalized by the term Troop Officers.  Troop Officers are either appointed by the SPL or 
elected by the Troop membership.  The Troop has different positions that the Scouts fill as 
they become eligible.  There are prerequisites for leadership positions. ( see Junior Leader 
policy).  Once chosen they will serve for a six month term and the Scout will attend Junior 
Leader Training to learn the specifics of their positions. 
          The PLC is a council of elected representatives from each patrol who administer the 
Troop on the Scout level.  The PLC plans the program events for the Troop and any matters 
regarding the Troop are decided here with guidance from the Scoutmaster/OFF’s.  This 
group meets once a month and is the heart and soul of Troop 125 because they govern the 
Troop.  The members of the PLC are the Patrol Leaders, the Troop Guide, the Venture Crew 
Chief, and the Senior Patrol Leader (SPL).  The SPL is the highest ranking youth leader 
elected by the Troop membership and serves for one year.  The SPL leads the Troop at all 
functions and chairs the PLC meeting.   
 
 

SCOUT PATROL 
 
Within the Troop there is a “mini” Troop called a Patrol.  Scouts are placed in groups of 5 to 8 
boys.  They elect their own youth leader called a Patrol Leader.  The Patrol Leader appoints 
an assistant and other patrol positions of responsibility.  This group will eat, sleep, 
communicate, work, clean-up and compete together as a team.  Each member has a specific 
job that makes up the patrol team.  Patrols meet weekly during the Scout meetings and are 
encouraged to hold activities outside of regular Scouting events.  Each patrol has its own 
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name, yell and flag, which the Scouts decide on as a Patrol.  The Patrol Leader represents his 
group at the Patrol Leader’s Council (PLC) and leads all functions on the Patrol level.  
 

 
SCOUT UNIFORM 
 
The uniform identifies its wearer as a member of the largest and most successful 
international youth organization in the world.  The uniform of Troop 125 consists of:  Troop 
hat, official Scout shirt, with insignia properly placed, olive green BDU pants or shorts, Troop 
neckerchief with slide, Merit Badge sash, Scout Belt, Scout socks, and a Troop T-shirt.  Upon 
joining, a new member will be presented with a Troop neckerchief, slide, and Troop 
numerals.  We have four classes of uniforming: Class A is for formal occasions, Class B is for 
Troop meetings, Class C is for camping, and Class D is for activities and informal events.  
The Troop patch will be awarded when one year of service has been completed.  Note:  The 
Troop has its own pants that can be ordered from BDU.COM. or Good to Go Surplus store. 
DO NOT purchase the official Scout pants. (see Uniform flier) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADVANCEMENT 
 
Troop 125 provides recognition for real achievement.  Scouts advance on a rank system 
where they must learn a variety of skills for each rank from Scout to Eagle.  The Troop 
activities provide many opportunities necessary for rank advancement while having fun.  
Scouts are encouraged to work on their rank advancement at their own pace.  Scouting is not 
school and has no deadlines.  It is counterproductive to have a Scout advance at a pace that is 
not his own.  Advancement is a good way for parents to offer encouragement for their son 
but parents are not allowed to sign off requirements or make advancement arrangements.  
The Scouts themselves must contact an ASM who is authorized to sign off Scout rank 
requirements.  Scouts can use the following opportunities to advance: Troop campouts, 
Troop meetings, Sign Off Sunday, or special arrangements with an ASM. 
The Troop Committee conducts a Board of Review for all ranks where the Scout’s progress is 
reviewed.  Class A uniform is required for a Board of Review.  When a Scout earns an award 
or rank it will be awarded to him as soon as possible.  The basic advancement process in 
Scouting has four elements:  Learning, Testing, Review, and Recognition.   The Learning 
process is where the Scout is taught a skill usually at a Troop meeting, campout or other 
setting.  Testing is when the Scout must demonstrate satisfactory knowledge of the skill to an 
ASM.  For merit badges the Scout will do the same to his counselor.  The Review is 
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conducted by the Troop Committee where the Scout is interviewed to ensure the 
requirements have been met.  The Recognition is when the Scout is presented his rank or 
merit badge in front of the Troop.  For more details see “Advancement Policy” in the Troop 
Guidelines. 
 
 
 

MEMBERSHIP EXPECTATIONS 
 
When a Scout joins Troop 125 it is similar to joining a sports team or going to school.  Our 
basic expectations are for the Scout to actively participate in the Troop program and to 
observe the Troop guidelines.  If there are scheduling conflicts with attendance of Troop 
programs there is flexibility Please review the ‘General Membership Standards’ for more 
details.  If a Scout makes a minimal effort to observe these standards his membership status 
will be subject to reevaluation. 
 
 

TROOP EQUIPMENT 
 
Troop 125 provides and maintains general camping equipment for the Scout Patrols use on 
the outings.  The Troop has a supply of tents, stoves and lanterns, cook sets and many other 
items needed for the outdoor program.  Certain items are available for individual checkout 
such as backpacks and sleeping bags.  If equipment is needed please check with the ASM 
Quartermaster. 
 

TROOP 125 AWARDS PROGRAM 
 
 
Troop 125 proudly believes in rewarding our Scouts for their achievements big and small.  
Over the years we have come up with several awards that encourage and recognize our 
Scouts accomplishments.  Here is a listing of our in house awards. 
 
PATROL CAMPAIGN AWARDS- 4 or more of your patrol present on any Troop activity 

earns this award. 
 
BEAD AWARDS:  Individual progress for various troop activities. 
 
IRON SCOUT AWARD: (athletic, limited to summer) Scouts complete against the toughest 

opponent of all, yourself. 
 
PATROL OF THE MONTH: If your patrol has the spirit this could be yours.  Patrol Honor. 
 
CAMPING AWARD:  (yearly) $100 cash prize to the Scout who attends the most campouts 

from January to December. 
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ATTENDANCE AWARD:  (yearly) $100 cash prize to the Scout with the best attendance for 
the year from January to December.  Those with 75% or better also qualify for other 
awards. 

 
MONTHLY ATTENDANCE AWARD:  (lottery & prize) Scouts who have been present at all 

meetings that month could win a prize. 
 
MONTHLY UNIFORM INSPECTION AWARD: (lottery & prize, random weeks) Scouts in 

full uniform could win the special prize. 
 
DOOR PRIZES: (weekly lottery) Scouts who show up on time and in uniform could win a 

prize.  
 
HIKING AWARD:  $25 to the Scout who has 100% attendance on all hikes earns this award. 
 
RIM ROVERS:  Complete basic requirements and making it to the top earns this beautiful 

patch and segments. 
 
CAMPING CLUB:  20 or more days and nights earns this award. 
 
PATROL OF THE YEAR:  The patrol with the most Patrol of the Month Awards for the year 

from January to December earns this award. 
 
LEADERSHIP AWARD:  The Junior leader that goes above and beyond what is normally 

expected for his position earns this prestigious award.   $100 cash prize. 
 
ACTIVITY AWARDS:  Complete the designated requirements for a variety of activities earns 

the segments and patches for your collection. 
 
NEWBEE OF THE YEAR:  This is awarded to the First year Scout who demonstrates he has 

what it takes to be a member of Troop 125.  $25 cash prize.  (Spring award) 
 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD:  For the Scout who shows an overall outstanding improvement 

from the previous year.  $100 cash prize. 
 
MERIT AWARD:  For the Scout who demonstrates the extra efforts of meeting the 

Membership Standards.  $100 cash prize.  
 
SCOUT OF THE YEAR:  The Scout membership choose only one eligible Scout who is given 

Troop 125’s highest honor that recognizes the spirit, honor and traditions of Troop 
125.   $ 200 cash prize. 

 
 

COURT OF HONOR 
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Every three months (quarterly) the Troop holds a formal awards ceremony to recognize the 
Scouts who have earned various awards in that quarter.  Scouts and parents are expected to 
attend every Court of Honor even if your Scout is not receiving an award.  In addition to 
supporting those Scouts who are receiving awards, it provides parents with the latest 
information on Troop activities and copy of the latest Troop Newsletter.   Court of Honors 
are usually potluck dinners and the food is always good! 
 
 

OUTDOOR PROGRAM 
 
Troop 125 has long prided itself in keeping the “outing” in Scouting.  The real fun and 
adventure of Scouting is the outdoor events.  The Troop goes camping at least once a month, 
has a day hike about every other month, and hosts a variety of one day activities throughout 
the year.  The campouts are usually two nights on the weekends.  During the summer, Troop 
125 attends a week long summer camp in early July.  For the older experienced Scouts (age 
14) the Troop has a Venture/Varsity Program, which focuses on more extensive Scout skills 
and high adventure outings. 
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ATTENDANCE 
 
Regular attendance at the weekly Troop meetings and the campouts is expected.  It is very 
important that your son participate in as many Troop meetings and activities as possible to 
insure that the valuable lessons of Scouting are learned.  Regular attendance shows that he is 
a real part of his Patrol and Troop.  Each Scout holds a position in his Patrol or Troop and has 
regular duties to perform.  Our Troop is dependent on our youth leaders to carry out their 
duties because we rely on them to run our Troop.  Poor attendance impacts the Troop and 
forces others to take on additional responsibilities.  We strongly recommend that if your son 
is grounded for some reason, or is having difficulties in school that you not take him away 
from Scouting.  It may seem fun on the surface, but there are many attributes that the Scouts 
are learning.  We only meet once a week for two hours.  Our Troop is a Scout run Troop and 
it is no different than team sports, the band or other youth recreational activities where 
attendance is a must. (See Attendance Policy in Troop guidelines.)    
 
 

 
CAMPOUTS 
 
All trips start from and return to the Scout Hut on Schurman Lane unless other arrangements 
have been announced.  The Class C uniform is to be worn to and from all activities without 
exception.  All camp rules are to be obeyed.  Parents are welcome to attend most of the 
outings.  This is a great way to share experiences with your son.  Please note: Parents are not 
allowed to interfere in the operations of the Troop or give Scouts instructions of any kind 
and that includes your son.  The Youth and Adult leaders provide the necessary 
supervision and guidance to the Scouts on these outings.  Parents are considered guests 
and you are expected to observe all Troop rules and set an example for the Scouts.  Food 
costs for campouts are decided by the Patrols when they plan their menus.  Patrols are 
responsible for collecting the food money, purchasing their food and preparing their 
equipment before each campout.  Parents are fortunate to dine with the adult patrol.  For 
more details see “Camping Policy”. 
 
 

 
TRANSPORTATION  
 
With our extensive outdoor program the Scouts and their gear need transportation to and 
from the outings.  We ask that each parent of a Scout volunteer to drive on an occasional 
outing.  This helps spread out this responsibility so the same parents don’t have to drive each 
time.  Parents will be called if rides are needed.  If we are short on drivers the activity will be 
canceled.  Please see “Transportation Policy” in Troop Guidelines.  
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COSTS 
 
The annual dues for the Troop are $100.00 and are collected during the month of December.  
Troop dues help cover the following: registration costs, accident insurance, and Boys Life 
magazine subscription, camp costs, awards, prizes, maintenance, equipment, and patches.  
For members joining after June the cost is $50.00.  Additional costs include:  Uniform shirt 
purchased at the Scout store, Troop hat and T-shirt (Class D) purchased within the Troop, 
and Troop pants purchased online. (see “Uniform” section.)  
 
 

FINANCIAL AID 
 
It is not acceptable for a Scout to miss an activity such as summer camp or a weekend outing 
due to financial difficulties. If this is the case, please notify the Scoutmaster and he may be 
able to assist with funds from the Troop or Council.  Troop 125 has a Campership Fund to 
provide financial assistance.  Please contact the Scoutmaster to obtain the qualifications.  Any 
financial assistance will be strictly confidential.  We feel that all Scouts should have the 
opportunity to enjoy the Troop program.  Troop 125 has a small supply of outgrown 
uniforms; ask the Scoutmaster or an ASM if the cost is an issue. 

 
 
HOW CAN I HELP? 
 
As you will soon discover, Troop 125 is very active.  To keep us active we need the support of 
parents to help make us the very best.  What can you do the help?  Consider how active you 
wish to be and review the list below.    Consider the following areas: 
 
Transportation - Drivers are always in demand for our outings.  The Scouts and their gear 
need to get to and from camp.  Without this assistance some outings may be canceled. 
 
Merit Badge Counselors - You can sign up as a counselor and help a Scout advance.  There is 
no fee and the time you are required to donate is not significant.  You can even decide how 
many Scouts you want to counsel.  Knowledge of your profession, hobby or other interests is 
all that is needed to become a counselor. 
 
Special activities - Through out the year the Troop will host one day events like Sports Day.  
Adult assistance in staffing these events is always needed.  Consider this area if time is a 
factor. 
 
Troop Committee Positions - If you really want to be involved you can join the Troop 
Committee.  Since this is a decision making body we ask that applicants be involved with the 
Troop for a minimum of one year.  Positions include Chairman, Treasurer, Secretary, 
Transportation, Fund Raising, Special Events, Advancement, etc.  The meetings are once 
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every three months.  If you would like more information or to see what positions are 
available please contact our Troop Committee Chairman. 
   
Donations - Troop 125 is a non-profit organization and any assistance is greatly appreciated.  
Keep an eye out for camping gear such as backpacks, stoves, canteens, etc. that can be put to 
use.  All donations to the Troop are tax deductible and the Troop’s tax ID number is available 
on request. 
 
Assistant Scoutmasters - ASMs (OFFs) work directly with the Scouts and carry out specific 
adult leader duties.  If you are good working with young people and enjoy hikes and 
camping consider this position.  This is the most involved of the adult positions and requires 
a year long commitment to the Troop.  The ability to work with Scouts and adults, specific 
adult leader training and knowledge of Troop guidelines is required to become an OFF.  The 
Troop is very selective of all ASM applicants.  More detailed information is available on 
request. 
 
 
Basic Required Items for a Scout: 

 
Sleeping bag (rated from +20 to 0) 
Backpack 
Foam Pad 
Hiking boots or shoes 
Raingear 
Pocket Knife 
Flash light 
Mess Kit 
Full Scout uniforms  
Scout Handbook 
Toiletries (tooth brush, comb, mirror, soap, washcloth, etc.) 
First Aid Kit 
Survival Kit 
 
 
FIRST AID KIT 

 
Each Scout must have a First-aid kit to attend any outing.  A personal first-aid kit should 
contain: 
 
 Band-aids     Needle 
 Small gauze pad   Matches 
 Moleskin   Knuckle band-aids 
 Antiseptic   Large band-aids 
 Clean wipes 
 No pain killers of any kind should be included.   
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SURVIVAL KIT 
 

Each Scout must have a basic survival kit to attend any outing.  A basic survival kit should 
contain: 
 
 Space blanket or bag   Candles 
 Whistle     Energy bar 
 Signal mirror     Energy drink 
 Flashlight with extra batteries  Water purification tablets 
 Fire Starters     Spare change 
 Matches (in a waterproof container)        Emergency Poncho 
 
 
LOCAL SHOPPING REFERANCES   

 
REI, Inc. 
Big 5 Sporting Goods 
Wal-Mart 
K-Mart 
Target 
Sonoma Outfitters (offer 10% Scout discount) 
Scout Office/Store 
Good to Go Surplus 
 

 
PRIDE IN 125 


